
THE FAMILY 

God has wanted the family, He has wanted  and has created, constituted the Family 

of Nazareth as model. Which model the sacred Family, that now is not imitated 

anymore. The wisdom of Mary mother of Jesus and Joseph, their silence, their 

humility, their patience in to welcome everything and their suffering because they 

knew as Jesus would have had to suffer. Oh! people of God, take example from the 

Holy Family of Nazareth, now that your families are disunited, now that your families 

are full of material goods, but it miss the love among consorts and where the sons 

subdue themselves to the will of their parents. Which collapse, which discomfort! The 

family should be the central nucleus from which the true love departs. Already, still 

sons, I recall you to the examples. Give example because all is brought back to the 

times when the family was constituted as central nucleus of the love, in which every 

member was strengthened by the suggestions of their parents, from parents that also 

listened to the opinion of their sons. Now instead parents don’t know their sons and 

so their sons don't know their parents, they don't respect them and they don't 

absolutely want to listen to the suggestions of their parents. Which strength gave to 

every member this reunited family around the center of family where came taken the 

most hard decisions, but also it lived of  simplicity and of purest love. "Leave that the 

children come to Me", Jesus told the Holy Gospel and He still invites us to live this 

pure love in our families. Now, that the love cannot be pure, because the consorts are 

not often faithful to the tie, to the sacrament of the marriage. Then the sons often 

have a little clear vicissitudes, of compromise. They live sex as love and the love as 

sex. Leave every compromise, every wrong habit and subdue to the holy divine will. 

In your heart, when there are compromised or situations little clear you feel in the 

heart that your behaviours aren’t regular, aren’t according the love of God, but habits 

make you continue in that attitudes that are pain for the Heart of God. I invite you to 

the patience, to respect towards each other in your family, because it is through the 

patience and the respect that you will acquire "that silence" made of feelings and 

precious thoughts, that you can recover your families. If that won't do, ruin above 

you will be great, because you will not continue to ask to your God and you presume 

to resurrect yourself within your families. Within them don’t speak continually of 

material facts and economical, but is taken a spiritual attitude to talk about God, 

convinced and convincing your sons that without Him nothing is created, nothing it’s 

built, anything it may have. Parents, understand your sons, because aren’t 

discouraged in their move and speak. All is done in the most absolute humility and in 

the most absolute respect. These attitudes will recover you to the pure love. Be 

serene, be serene and trust in your God and his Holy Mother, together with her 

husband Joseph because protect your families and support you in your runs. In your 

families then there is so much joy and so much peace, because these feelings unite 

its members, but especially unleashing by its members these feelings to be example 

for those who must start to take a new road to retrieve his family. 
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